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Educational Expansion and the Kuznets Effect

By J. B. KNIGHT AND R. H. SABOT*

There is a widely accepted view that in the relative wage dispersions. In a two-group
process of economic development, the in- model, a transfer of workers from the low- to
equality of income first increases and later the high-education (and wage) group can be
decreases (see Montek Ahluwalia, 1976, and shown to raise the variance (or log variance)
Ahluwalia et al., 1979). It is also recognized until the high-education group reaches a cer-
that the inequality of pay is an important tain proportion of the total, the precise pro-
component of total income inequality (see portion depending on the difference in the
Alan Blinder, 1974; Henry Phelps Brown, means and the variances of the two groups.
1977), and that education is a major determi- Sherman Robinson (p. 438) has shown for
nant of pay. Whether the rapid expansion of workers in the jth group, that where x; is
education which has occurred in many coun- mean earnings, pj is proportion of workers, a,
tries has increased or decreased the inequal- is the variance of earnings,j = 1, 2 = educated
ity of pay is therefore of interest and of and uneducated group, respectively, and a is
relevance to policy. the variance of earnings in the population,

Our objective in this note is to show the then inequality (as measured by a) rises to a
change in wage dispersion in response to maximum where pI is equal top*:
increases in the relative supply of educated
workers in two low-income countries. We (1) pr (a-)/2(x,-
also measure the relative contributions to
that change of its two components: the effect This implies thatp* > 2 according as a2 >< 2

of the educational expansion on the educa- If the variance of wages of the educated
tional composition of the labor force (hold- group exceeds that of the uneducated (a2 >
ing the educational structure of wages con- o2), inequality reaches a peak after more
stant), and the resultant compression of that than one-half the labor force have become
structure (holding composition constant). We educated. The condition a2 > °2 also implies
base our analysis on three precisely compara- that p* is larger the smaller the difference in
ble surveys of wage employees conducted in mean wages, that is, inequality peaks later in
Tanzania in 1971 and 1980. and in Kenya in the process of educational expansion the
1980.' lower is the premium on education. How-

The change in the educational composi- ever, if the variance is higher for the un-
tion of the labor force itself has an effect on educated group, this result is reversed.
inequality. Whether it raises or lowers in- This was the basis of Simon Kuznets' hy-
equality, ceteris paribus, depends on the rela- pothesis: the transfer of people between sec-
tive sizes of the different educational cate- tors at different income levels initially raises
gories, their relative mean wages, and their inequality as more people acquire high in-

come, but eventually lowers it as fewer low-
income people remain; if the expanding sec-

*Institute of Economics and Statistics, Universitv of tor has more inequality, the peaking of
Oxford, Manor Road, Oxford, England, and Develop- aggregate inequality is delayed.
ment Research Department, World Bank, 1818 H Street, Kuznets concentrated on the "composition
NW, Washington. D.C. 20433.

'Each survev was an establishment-based stratified effect" and did not incorporate any resulting
random sample survev of manufacturing emplovees in "compression effect." Indeed, he suggested
the capital city. The 1980 surveys were carried out by a (p. 8) that urban-rural income differentials
team including the authors as part of a World Bank (with which he was concerned) were likely to
project on the economic consequences of educational increase with economic development. How-
expansion, the 1971 survey was carried out by one of
the authors ever, from the competitive market prediction
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that the returns to a factor decrease as its TABLE 1-MANUFACTURING SECTOR: THErelative supply increases, we expect the DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYEES BY LEVEL OFcoefficient on education in an earnings func- EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IN SIMPLEtion to decline As education expands relative EARNINGS FUNCTIONS
to other factors, that is, the premium on Tanzania Tanzania Kenyaeducation falls as supply increases relative to 1971 1980 1980demand. The narrowing of the educational No Education 24.4 11.9 5.1structure of wages should, ceteris paribus, (-0.236) (-0.254) (-0.202)reduce inequality. This result can be formal- Primary Standards
ized by differentiation of the well-known 1-4 27.6 18.6 12.8identity 5-0.150) (-0.124) (-0.176)5-8 36.2 48.7 46.3

Secondary Forms 1-4 10.2 16.6 33.3(2) a =p 1 au' +(1-pl)ac2 (0.748) (0.502) (0.256)
Post-Form 4 1.6 4.2 2.6+ p,(1- p)(XI- X 2)2  

(1.199) (0.968) (0.932)

Notes: The distribution is the percentage of the columnto derive: total. The coefficients on the education dummy variables
3 / t - 2 2 X ( - are show in parentheses. The c- efficients are in relation/P1 . :1 ) + 1 )to the base subcategory primary standards 5-8, with log

earnings as the dependent variable. All the coefficients
X 1- - ) +2  {1- P 1) - are significantly different from zero at the 5 percentX(1 x2> +2p 1 - pl X2 level.

X ( dxl/dpl - OX2 /p4 1) to be due to differences in the relative supply
of educated labor, which is lowest inSince xl > x2, aX1/8pI < 0 and aX2/8 P1 > Tanzania 1971 and highest in Kenya 1980.30, the third term, which shows the effect of An earnings function which includes theeducational expansion on the wage structure, educational categories among the indepen-is negative. The effect of educational expan- dent variables4 and log earnings as the de-sion on inequality is therefore the net out- pendent variable, shows high and significantcome of two potentially countervailing ten- (gross) returns to education in all three sam-dencies, and no a priori prediction can be ples (also Table 1). The coefficients for post-made about its sign. primary education (with primary standardsOwing to the expansion of educational 5-8 as the base subcategory) are higher inenrollments over time in Tanzania, and the Tanzania 1971 than in Tanzania 1980, andfaster rate of expansion at the secondary higher in Tanzania 1980 than in Kenya 1980.school level in Kenya, our three samples Again, the differences are most marked atshow sharp differences in the educational the secondary forms 1-4 level. This compres-attainment of the manufacturing sector labor sion of the educational structure of wagesforce (Table 1).2 The differences are most with educational expansion is consistent withmarked at the secondary forms 1-4 level. the competitive market prediction.

The occupational structure is very similar in To measure the effect of educational ex-the three samples. Given our skill-based oc- pansion on the inequality of pay, and thecupational classification, this suggests that relative contributions of the compressionthe composition of demand for skills is also effect and the composition effect, we proceedsimilar. The resultant differences in the edu-
cation-occupation matrix are therefore likely

3The samples might be thought of as three points in a
time-series, with Kenya 1980 representing Tanzania some
years hence.2As Kenya and Tanzania inherited a common educa- 4The other independent variables are years of wagetional system, the same educational categories have the employment experience and its square, and dummysame meaning and involve the same number of years of variables representing race, sex, employment status, andschooling in the two countries. possession of formal training.
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as follows.5 First, we estimate an earnings equality of the simulated wage distribution is
function in each case measured.
(4) w = a + Eb,e, + . + u, The results of the first exercise, based on

equation (4), indicate that the inequality of
predicted wages is greatest in Tanzania 1971

where w is log earnings, e, is a set of dummy and least in Kenya 1980: the log variances
variables representing different educational are .230, .128, and .097. Inequality is less the
categories, zj is a set of independent van- greater the relative supply of educated labor.
ables, u is an error term, and a, b1, cj are But how much of these differences is due to
parameters. the compression effect, to the composition

The estimated earnings function is used to effect, and/or to differences in the samples
predict the wage of each individual worker which are unconnected with education?
(wv) from his set of characteristics; the in- The results of the second exercise are
equality of predicted earnings is then mea- shown in Figure 1. On the vertical axis is the
sured. Second, we simulate the compression log variance, and the horizontal axis shows
effect of increasing the relative supply of which set of education coefficients (panel a),
educated labor. The wages of workers in which educational composition (panel b), and
each sample are predicted using the educa- which set of education coefficients and edu-
tion coefficients estimated for the other sam- cational composition (panel c) is being as-
ples instead of the actual coefficients. For sumed. The unsimulated but predicted log
instance, where the subscript k denotes the variances for the three samples are circled in
Kenya 1980 and t the Tanzania 1980 sample, each panel. A line connecting the points
we predict the wages of the Kenya sample in panel a indicates the effect on the log
using the Tanzania education coefficients: variance for one sample of altering the edu-

cation coefficients to equal those estimated
(5) Wk ak + Eb,,e,k + FCJkZJk. for the other samples. The line marked T71,

'- I for instance, indicates the log variance when
Third, we simulate the composition effect of the education coefficients of the Tanzania
increasing relative supply. Instead of the ac- 1971, Tanzania 1980, and Kenya 1980 sam-
tual educational composition of each sample, ples are in turn applied to the Tanzania 1971
we assume in turn the composition of the function. As expected, each of the lines is
other samples. This involves reweighting the downward sloping: the decline in the pre-
observations. For example, where alk repre- mium on education, considered in isolation,
sents the proportion of workers in each edu- consistently reduces inequality.
cational category e, in the Kenya sample, The effect of altering the educational com-
and a,, the proportion in the Tanzania 1980 position of a sample while assuming that the
sample, in applying to the Kenya sample the coefficients on education remain unchanged
Tanzania 1980 composition, we use the set of is shown by the connecting lines in panel b.
weights a,,/aiki6 In this case the simulation The line labeled T71, for instance, shows
involves a decrease in the proportion of how inequality varies as the educational
workers with secondary education and an compositions of the Tanzania 1980 and
increase in the proportion with primary edu- Kenya 1980 samples are applied to the
cation. The former observations are therefore Tanzania 1971 earnings function and sam-
given a weight less than unity, and the latter ple. In all but one of the six cases, inequality
a weight greater, in generating the assumed rises with the simulated expansion of educa-
distribution. Fourth, we combine the com- tion.
position effect and its consequent compres- Panel c shows the effect on the inequality
sion effect in a single simulation. The in- of wages in each sample of simulating both

the educational composition of another sam-
5The metnod is an extension of that used by Blinder ple and its accompanying education coeffi-

to decompose the inequality of an income distribution; cients. The vertical distance between ints
it is discussed in our paper with Jere Behrrnan (1983).

'The weighting procedure implies that the total num- therefore represents the differences in in-
ber of observations is left unchanged. equality among the samples which are attrib-
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FIGURE 1

utable to differences in the noneducational Tanzania and Kenya in 1980, inequality ac-
characteristics and coefficients of the sam- tually falls when the simulation is conducted
ples. As these differences are irrelevant to the on the Kenya earnings function, that is, the
analysis, it is the shape of each line which is one for which educational wage differences
important. In their affect on inequality, edu- are smallest. However, there is no necessary
cational expansion and the consequent com- inconsistency here. First, it may not be the
pression of the educational wage structure in case that the inequality of earnings of the
Tanzania cancel each other out: the log vari- more educated is greater than that of the less
ance rises very slightly in two cases and falls educated. Second, the empirical analysis in-
very slightly in the other. However, the move volves five educational categories, whereas
from the Tanzania 1980 to the Kenya 1980 the theoretical prediction is based on two.
educational composition and coefficients re- In fact, there is a monotonic increasing
duces inequality in every case.7  relationship between the log variance of

There remains a puzzle. We argued above earnings and educational level in both Kenya
for the two-group case that, if the variance of and Tanzania 1980, and when each sample is
wages of the educated exceeds that of the divided into two educational categories in-
uneducated, the variance of the sample peaks stead of aive, again the log variance of eam-
when the proportion of workers in the ings of the "educated" (postprimary school-
educated group exceeds one-half; and that ing) exceeds that of the "uneducated"
this proportion is greater the smaller the (primary schooLing or none) in each case.
difference in group mean wages. Panel b, For the Kenya and Tanzania 1980 two-group
however, suggests that the reverse is the case. earnings functions, Table 2 reproduces the
Comparing the educational composition of simulation analysis conducted in panel b,

viz, it indicates the effect on inequality of
7Results precisely corresponding to those of Figure 1 varying educational composition so as to

were obtained with the Gini coefficient as the measure equal that in the other two samnples. For both
of earnings inequality in place of the log variance. functions, an increase in the proportion of
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TABLE 2-THE COMPOSITION EFFECT IN THE Two- urban areas. Such a transfer is not expected
GROUP CASE: PARAMETERS FOR THE ESTIMATION to produce a narrowing of the income gap

OF PEAK INEQUALITY, AND SIMULATIONS etheroecae o lar ket inmperfci
OF INEQUALITY either because of labor market imperfections

-__ or because the acciLmulation of human and
Tanzania Tanzania Kenya nonhuman capital in the urban areas tends

1970 1980 1980 to widen the gap. We have shown, however,
a,2 .467 .367 363 that the expansion of the supply of educated
a2 .187 .154 .240 labor relative to the demand has a powerful
xl 6.709 7043 6.852 compressing effect o'n the intraurban educa-
x2 5.570 6.389 6.597 tional structure of wages. The composition
Pi .120 .201 .359 effect of educational expansion can indeed
Pi .608 748 1.446 raise intraurban inequality, but the conse-
8a12 /api 1.266 .469 .141 quent compression effect outweighs it: rel-
aKRO .064 .074 .082 ative educational expansion reduces in-
C2no .084 .110 .141 equality. Since this process occurs within the

21 relativelv expanding high-income, urban sec-Notes: pt is obtained from equation (1), and ao /ep .o
from equation (3) (in the absence of compression effects). tor, It S hastening the arrival at the point
The inequality of predicted wages, used in the simula- bevond which economic growth is associated
tions (a2K80 and aT8O), is much less than actual inequal- with a reduction in overall inequality.
ity because the predictive equation distinguishes only
two educatiornal categories.
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